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polyno~ill could not be justified for any of the 
shear or quasi-shear modes, with the exception 
of three modes belonging to the moduli c" and 
COl. These three modes represent borderline cases 
and were for the sake of uniformity also fitted 
to secon~-order polynomials. 

In all, 23 pressure tests were performed on the 
four specimens used in this study. In this way 
many c"ross checks of the pressure dependence 
of the elastic C0l15tants resulting from different 
propagation directions in the specimeus could be 
examined for consistency. As typical examples 
of unprocessed pressure data, the normalized 
quantity (to/ t.)2 = (lV/W 0)2, where to denotes 
the transit time at zero pressure, is plotted 
versus pressures for the modes corresponding to 
the on-diagonal longitudinal moduli (Figure 2) 
and for those corresponding to the shear modulus 
Cn and the cross-coupling modulus C13 (Figure 3). 
To"illustrate the nonlinearity for the shear modes, 
the initial slope for N = [001] and U = [100] 

(Css) (Figure 3) has been linearly extrapolated 
to higher pressures. It is also apparent (Figure 3) 
that the quasi-shear mode corresponding to C'l 

also shows a distinctly nonlinear behavior. All 
solid lines in this figure represent the quadratic 
least-squares fit according to 

(W/WO)2 = (toltr)2 

= 1 + (W2/W02)'p + (lV2/lVo~"P2/2 (2) 
For calculating the first pressure deriyatives 

"of the elastic constants from the measured 
values of (PoW')', the i50thermal single-crystal 
bulk modulus K/ and the isotherm"al compli
ance coefficients Sp/ are required. The adiabatic 
single-crystal bulk modulus can be determined 
from the general expression 

Ko S = (Sii;/)-l (3) 
and converted to its isothermal counterpart by 
Overton's [1962] equation 2. This equation 
gives Kos = 1.021 NIb and K/ = 0.998 Mh. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental data of (t,,! l r)' as So function of pressure for the clastic moduli Coo 

llnd cu. Solid squares and solid cirdes indicate specimen 1; open ~quarcs, specirnen 3; solid 
and open triangles, specimen 4. 
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TABLE 6. · Adiabatic and Isothermal Elastic Compliance Coefficients at 25·o C 
(AU values in ~!b-l.) . 

Coefficient Adiabatic Isothermal 

BU 0.525·3 
B22 0.7453 

· 8.3.3 0.5231 
8 44 1.223 
8 55 1.325 
8

66 1.288 
B12 -0.2053 
8 13 -0.0914 
8 23 -0.1095 

The adiabatic compliance coefficients can be 
determined by im·ersion of t he adiabatic cla5tic
con&allt matrix, and the isothermal compliance 
coefficie?ts can be calculated from Th u.rston 
[1967] : . 

Si;H T = Si;H S + (Ta;jau/ PoCp ) (4) 

where ·all are the linear thermal-expansion co
efficients, T is the temperature, and Cp is the' 
specific heat at constant pressure. The thermal
exp:msion coefficients of bronzite used were 
determined by Fri~-illo alld Buljan [1972], and 
the specific heat wa5 calculated from the prC5ent 
elastic data [Anderson, 1965]. The value ob
tained for Cl' = 94.66 Dlole-1 °K-1

• The adiab:ltic 
elastic compliances are tabulated in Table 6 
together with the i50thermal values calculated 
from the preceding data. 

First preSSU1'e deriva.tives 0/ effective secolld
order elastic constants. The isothemlal first 
prC5sure derivatives of the adiabatic effective 
elastic constants were calcubted by using the 
equ..'l.tions given by GraJlam [1969] and Barsch 
alid Frisillo [1973] (Table 7). The internal cross 
checks resulting from orthorh~mbic symmet ry 
coupled with checks from the four different 
specimens show excellent agreement in the com
puted values. . . . 

Because an intercrystal cheek on the pressure 
deriyatives of Cn was not possible, the reliability 
of the measured values was examined by making 
h\'o independent pressure runs. Although the 
cros..c:.-coupling moduli may abo hI:! determincd 
by propagation of quasi-longitudinal modes,. 
their echoes became. very small and Ilondi:-;tillc.t 

---

0.5259 
0.7474 
0.5259 
1.223 
1.325 
1.288 

-0.2029 
-0.0886 
-0.1070 

at pressures of about 4.5 kb and were not detected 
by the automatic peak finder. Because this 
phenomenon ·was ob~erved for all longitudinal 
pressure runs, all longitudinal data above approx
imately 4.5 kb ~were taken manually (i.e., without 
the automatic peak finder). Because a small but · 
significant amount of curvature was observed 
for all shear moduli and because the manually 
taken data were not precise enough to describe 
this curvature, consistency" for the pressure 
derivatives of the cro55-Coupling coefficients was 
again determined by repeating the quasi-shear 
pressure runs. A single quasi-longitudinal run 
was performed for propagation direction N = 
[Onm] and polarization U = [Omn] and was then 
used as a consistcncy check for ((Jc23/ (JPh = cu' 
and as an independent check on the accuracy of 
cu'. An independent check on Cn ' results from 
considering the expressions given by Fisher and 
McSkimin [1958] to calculate the direction 
cosines for propagation direction N = [Omn]: 

2 
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(5) 

where m' + n2 = 1. By differentiating (5) with 
respect to pressure and solving for c';, the" fol
lo" .. ing expression is obtained : 

Caa' = {[(p ir~/)' + (p V~OS' - c./Jn 

- (p V op 
2 + P V OS 

2 
- c .. )2n' 

- (2m'cu + fflC22')nm + 2m
2n'c2211n
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Her~ 7Il' and n' denote the first prC5mre de;iya
ti\'!~s of the direction cosines, which can be c31-


